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A reasonable computational complexity theory for real functions is obtained by 
using the modified infinite binary representation with digits 0, 1, and - 1 for the 
real numbers and Turing machines which transform with one-way output modified 
binary input sequences into modified binary output sequences. As the main result 
of this paper it is shown that there is a trade-off between the input lookahead, i.e., 
the deviation of online computation and the computational complexity for ma- 
chines computing certain real functions. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Weihrauch (1987; 1985) and Kreitz and Weihrauch (1985; 
1984) have proposed a general Type 2 theory of effectivity, TTE, which 
especially admits to study constructivity (defined by means of continuity) 
and computability in analysis. By introducing adequate machine models 
TTE can be refined in order to study Type 2 computational complexity 
(Weihrauch and Kreitz, 1991) especially for real functions. Earlier work 
(Brent, 1976; Ko and Friedman, 1982) can be uniformly reformulated in 
this framework, and new interesting properties of complexity classes of 
real functions and of the complexity of integration have been proved 
(Miiller, 1986, 1987). In this paper some basic results concerning the 
computational complexity of online computations of real functions are 
proved which correspond to similar theorems for functions on Cantor’s 
space (Weihrauch and Kreitz, 1991). Let M be a machine which computes 
a real function f by transforming an infinite sequence p of digits repre- 
senting the real input x into an infinite sequence gdp) of digits represent- 
ing the output f(x)* Dependence, input lookahead, and computational 
complexity can be roughly defined as follows. The dependence off at p 
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for n is the number of digits of p which must be known for determining the 
first n digits of the result. The input lookahead is the number of digits 
which M actually requires for determining the first n output digits, and the 
time complexity is the number of steps which M needs for determining the 
first n output digits. M computes “online” if dependence and input look- 
ahead coincide. It is shown in this paper that in contrast to functions on 
Cantor’s space (Weihrauch and Kreitz, 1991) there are real functions f 
which cannot be computed online, while “almost online” programs can 
be determined in any case. As a main result a trade-off between input 
lookahead and computation time is proved. A real function f is defined 
which can be computed in linear time and for which any almost online 
machine requires nonpolynomial time iff P # NP. 
In TTE, effectivity on the real numbers is introduced by means of an 
admissible representation. It has been shown that binary (decimal, etc.) 
representation is not admissible (Weihrauch, 1987), however, binary rep- 
resentation with positive and negative digits is topologically admissible. 
This representation (cf. Wiedmer, 1980) has turned out to be adequate 
for studying computability and even computational complexity of real 
functions (Mtiller, 1986, 1987; Kreitz and Weihrauch, 1982). We shall 
assume that the reader is familiar with the ideas of TEE (see, e.g., 
Weihrauch, 1987). 
We choose C : = (0, 1, - 1, :} as our basic alphabet. The symbol “ : ” will 
be called binary point. Let Wd := C* be the set of finite C-sequences and 
let D : = I;” be the set of infinite Z-sequences. On D the standard topology 
7 is defined by the basis {[w]l w E Wd} of the open sets where [w] = {p E 
Dlw is a prefix of p}. The topological space (ID, T) is homeomorphic to 
Cantor’s space (Weihrauch, 1987; Weihrauch and Kreitz, 1991); particu- 
larly, it is a compact space. Computability for functions I: D + D is 
defined by certain oracle machines called Type 2 machines. In this paper 
we consider Type 2 machines with only one input tape. A Type 2 machine 
is an oracle Turing machine having one input tape (the “oracle”) for 
inputs p E D, finitely many work tapes as usual, and one write-only one- 
way (!) output tape. For a Type 2 machine M the function g,+.,: D + D 
computed by M is defined by: gM(p) = q iff M with input p computes 
forever generating the infinite sequence q on the output tape. Every com- 
putable function I’: D --* D is continuous. 
In ordinary Type 1 complexity theory abstract objects like graphs must 
be notated by words (e.g., the line by line notation of an adjacency ma- 
trix). Although the complexity results depend on the notation, not much 
attention has to be paid to it. 
The situation is more difficult in Type 2 theory. For example, the ordi- 
nary decimal (or binary) representation of the real numbers is not even 
topologically sound (Weihrauch, 1987). The representation of R by fast 
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converging sequences of rational intervals is topologicahy and computa- 
tionally sound but does not admit a reasonable complexity theory on [w 
because, roughly speaking, every real number gets too many names. In 
this paper we use a modified binary representation with binary digits + 1, 
0, and - 1. The idea of using negative digits can be found already in 
Avizienis (1961). Also Wiedmer (1980) used representations of this kind. 
The definition of the representation p below is from Mtiller (1986). It is 
polynomially equivalent to that one (implicitly) used by Ko and Friedman 
(1982). 
Define p: D + Iw as 
dam(p) := {p E DIP(i) = “:” for exactly one i E N, and 
p does not begin with “1 - l”, “-ll”, or “0”) 
and 
p(UkUk-1 . . . Ul :U-lC.Z-2 . . .) := IZ{Ui * 2’li E Z, i I k} 
where ui E (1, 0, - 1) for i 5 k. The representation p is topologically 
admissible w.r.t. the real line (Weihrauch, 1987; Mtiller, 1986); hence a 
function f: R --, R is continuous iff (Vp E dom(fp))fp(p) = pT(p) for 
some continuous function I’: D --, [CD. We shall callf computable (easily 
computable) iff there is a computable (easily computable) function I with 
the above property (see below). If M is a Type 2 machine which computes 
I, i.e., gM = I, then we shall say “M computesf.” As an additional useful 
observation, p-‘K is compact for every compact subset K c R. Particu- 
larly, for any real number x the set p-‘(x) of names of x is “small.” The 
derivation of computational complexity on R from the above representa- 
tion seems to be reasonable for several reasons. It fits into the systemati- 
cal development of Type 2 theory of effectivity (Weihrauch, 1987; 
Weihrauch and Kreitz, 1991), it is conceptually natural and simple, and 
finally the resulting definitions of computational complexity are consistent 
with earlier ones (Brent, 1976; Ko and Friedman, 1982). We shall use the 
following notation: for p : = a&-l . . . aI : U-~U-Z . . . E D and n E N 
define p(n) := @$k-] . . . Ul: U-1 . . . a-,, E Wd. 
2. RELATINGDEPENDENCE,INPUTLOOKAHEAD,AND COMPLEXITY 
In the following we shall only consider the special case of real functions 
f: Iw 4 R which have the (compact) interval [O; l] as their domain. Since 
p-‘[O; 11 is a compact subset of D, and compact subsets of D can be 
considered as “the natural domains for complexity classes” on D (see 
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Weihrauch and Kreitz, 1991; Kreitz and Weihrauch, 1982), this restriction 
promises to yield reasonable results concerning computational complex- 
ity. Generalizations to other, especially compact, domains can be derived 
from this special case. 
Let M be a Type 2 machine computing a real functionf: [O; l] + R. Let 
p E D be a name of a real number x E [O; l] (i.e., p(p) = x). Then M with 
input p determines some 4 E D such that p(q) = f(x). The sequence q is 
determined digit by digit. For determining the first n digits of q after the 
binary point, M reads a certain number of digits after the binary point of 
the input p, which we shall call input lookahead. 
1. DEFINITION. Let M be a Type 2 machine computing a real func- 
tionf: [O; 114 R. Define the input lookahead of M, ZLA(M) as 
ZLA(M)(p)(n) : = the number of digits after the binary point of p which M 
reads on the input tape, until the first n digits after the 
binary point on the output tape are written 
for any p E p-‘[O; l] and II E N. 
Thus ZLA(M)(p)(n) measures the input precision which M requires for 
determining fp(p) with precision 2-“. Since p-‘(x) is compact for any x 
and p-‘[O; l] is compact, 
ZMM)(x)(n) : = m4ZMM)(p)(4 1 p E P-W 
and 
ZLA’(M)(n) := max{ZLA(M)(p)(n)(p E p-‘[O; 11) 
exist. However, it seems to be more instructive to use the above micro- 
scopic definition. 
The machine M computingfpossibly wastes input information by read- 
ing more input digits than necessary. The minimal number of input digits 
which suffices to define n output digits is defined as dependence. 
For any k E N define a set Qk of intervals by 
Qk := {Hz - 1) * 2-k, (z + 1) - 2-k]lz E it} 
= blk(klRlr E ~omW1 
2. DEFINITION. Forf: [O; 11 + R’ define IMP(f) by 
~~WXp)(~) := w[(% E Wf&-4m)D C pUdn)l)l. 
= vdW E Qdfdb(m)ll C Z 
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Again by compactness, 
and 
DEP’(f)(n) := max{DEP(f)(p)(n)Ip E p-w; 111 
exist. Essentially DEP(f)(x) is the modulus of continuity off at x and 
DEP’(f) the uniform modulus of continuity off. At the first glance, the 
minimum m such that f([x - 2-m; x + 27) C [f(x) - 2-“, f(x) + 27 
instead of DEP(f)(x)(n) seems to be a more natural definition. But since 
both values differ by at most 2 and D,!?(f)(p)(n) is the maximal “theoret- 
ical” lower bound of ZLA(M)(p)(n) (if M computes f), DEP(f) is more 
adequate for measuring the modulus of continuity in our context. Our 
main results do not depend on this special choice. If M computes f, 
then the dependence is a lower bound of the input lookahead, i.e., 
DEP(f)(p)(n) 5 ZLA(M)(p)(n) for all p E dum(fp) and all n. We call the 
machine it4 optimal or online iff equality holds in this case. In the simpler 
case of Cantor’s space every computable function has an online machine 
(Weihrauch and Kreitz, 1991) which computes it. In the case of real 
functions the situation is more complicated as we shall see. We are not 
only interested in input lookahead but also in the computation time of a 
machine computing a real function. 
3. DEFINITION. Let A4 be a Type 2 machine computing a real func- 
tionf: [O; l] -+ R. Define the computation time of M,TZMZ$M), by 
TZM?(M)(p)(n) : = the number of steps which M needs until n digits after 
the binary point on the output tape are written 
for any p E p-‘[O; 11 and IZ E N. 
Since reading one input symbol requires at least one step, ZLA(M)(p)(n) 
5 TIME(M)(p)(n). Let us call a machine M computing a functionf: [O; l] 
+ R k-online, iff ILAW) I DZP(f)(p)(n + k) for all p E p-‘[O; 11 
and IZ E N. By the next theorem-every computable functionf: [O; II+ Iw 
is computed by a 2-online machine M’. Furthermore, for any machine M 
computingf, a 2-online machine M’ can be determined such that M’ is at 
most “exponentially” slower than M. We formulate this precisely. 
4. THEOREM. Let M be a Type 2 machine computing a real function 
:;:I; I] + R. Then there is a Type 2 machine M’ which computes f such 
(1) ZLA(M’)(p)(n) 5 DEP(f)(p)(n + 2) for all p E dom(fp) and 
n E N. 
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(2) Zft: N + N is un increasingfunction with TIME(M)(r)(n) 5 t(n) 
for all r E dom(f,o) and n E N, then for some c E N, TZME(M’)(r)(n) 5 c * 
t(n + 3) * 3f(n+3) + cfor all r E dom(fp) and n E N. 
In addition there is a computable procedure for determining for any M 
a corresponding machine M’. 
Proof. We describe a Type 2 machine M’. The following program 
which is part of M’ computes the nth output digit after the binary point 
(n 1 1) if the output x := C&j . . . UO: aal . . . u-(,-1) has already been 
determined. 
BEGIN 
bl := true;j = 0; 
WHILE b, DO 
BEGIN 
READ (p(j)); b2 := true; k : = 0; 
WHILE bZ DO 
BEGIN 
A := {w E (0, 1, -lYlp[p(j)w] n [O; I] + 0); 
IF for all w E A the machine M with input p(j)w 
prints at least n + 3 digits after the binary point 
THEN b2 := false ELSE k : = k + 1 
END; 
{For w E A let h(w) be the word which M with input 
p(j)w prints on the output tape consisting of all 
digits before and the first n + 3 digits after the binary 
point} 
a : = min(p(h(w)O . . .)I w E A}; 
b : = mux(p(h(w)O . . .)I w E A}; 
IF (b - a) 5 3 . 2-(n+2) THEN 
BEGIN 
b, := fdSe; X := ad. . . Uo:u-1 . . . a-,,+I; 
U- ,, : = a digit from (0, 1, - 1) such that 
p[xJj 17 [a - 2-“-3; b + 2-n-3] c p[xuJ; 
WRITE (%I) 
END 
ELSEj:= j + 1 
END 
END. 
For determining the output digits ad . . . a0 before the binary point use 
the above procedure with the following changes: set n := 0 and replace 
the last innermost block “BEGIN bl := false . . . END” by: 
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BEGIN 
bi := false; determine digits ad, . . . , a0 E (0, 1, - 1); such that 
“adad-1” $i {“-I,“, “1 - l”}, ad =k 0, and [a - Z-3; b + zm3] C 
p[ad . . . aO:]l; 
WRITE (ad . . . ao:) 
END 
For a given input p E D, M’ operates as follows: first M’ tries to 
determine the digits ad. . . a0 before the binary point and then applies the 
above procedure for n = 1, 2, . . . and tries to determine the digits a-1, 
a-2, . . . . 
PROPOSITION. Consider p E p-‘[O; 11. Then M’ with input p first 
writes a word ad . . . a0 :E Wd on the output tape such that: 
(1) b(p) E pbd . . . aO:]l, 
(2) ~JQW’)(P)(O) 5 ~49Yf)(~)(2)> 
(3) the time required is less than a constant CO which does not 
depend on p. 
Furthermore for any n 2 1, ifx := ad . . . ao: awl . . . a-(,-]) has been 
determined such thatfp(p) E p&xl, then M’ writes a digit a-, E (0, 1, - 1) 
such that: 
(4) UP E pU~4l, 
(9 ZMW(p)(n) 5 ~Wf)(p)(n + 3, 
(6) the timefor this step is less than c * t(n + 3) * 3r(n+3) + cfor some 
constant c which is independent of n and p. 
We show that (4), (5), and (6) hold. (l), (2), and (3) are proved similarly. 
Assume n 2 1, and assume that x : = ad . . . a0 : amI . . . a-(,-l) has been 
already written on the output tape with fp(p) E ~1x1. Assume that M’ 
succeeded in writing the next digit a-, with final loop parametersj’ and k’. 
There is some w E A such that p(j’)w = p(j’ + k’), thereforefp(p) E 
[a - 2-“-3; b + 2-n-3]; hencefp(p) E pl[xa-,J by the definition of a-, . This 
proves (4) provided a-, is determined. We estimate the computation time, 
i.e., the number of Turing machine steps, which M’ requires at most, for 
determining the digit a-, . Consider the “WHILE bl DO”-loop for a fixed 
parameter j E N. The WHILE b2 DO-loop requires at most cl * 3k * t(n + 
3) + cl elementary steps for each k. Since IL&M)(r)(n) I TIME(M)(r)(n), 
62 is set to “false” for some k zs t(n + 3) -j (where i L j = i - j ifj I i and 
i 2 j = 0 if i <j). Thus by summing up we obtain a bound of c2 * t(n + 3) * 
3r(n+3)lj + c2 steps for finishing the WHILE b2 DO-loop. The rest of the 
WHILE bl DO-loop requires at most c3 * t(n + 3) * 3t(n+3)1-j + c3 steps. 
Therefore at most T(n, j) : = c4 * t(n + 3) . 3 t(n+3)Lj + c4 steps are required 
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for running the outer loop with parameter j. Now consider the case j : = 
DEP(f)(p)(n + 2). Thenfp[p(j)l C Z for some Z E en+*. Let & := [p(j)] 
n p-l [O; 11. For any q E yj there is some m such that A4 with input q(m) 
prints at least n + 3 digits after the binary point. Since yj is compact there 
is a minimal number m ?j such that for all q E q M with input q(m) prints 
at least n + 3 digits after the binary point. Thus, the WHILE bz DO-loop 
is finished with k := m - j. Let A be determined by j and k. In this case, 
for any w E A, p[Zr<w)j fl Z P 4. Since length(Z) = 2-c”+]) and 
length(p[h(w)]) 2s 2- (“+a for any w E A we have b - a I 3 * 2-(“+2). Since 
p E I[p(j)w]l for some w E A, fp(p) E [a - 2-(n+3); b + 2-(n+3)] =: J. 
Finally, length(J) 5 2-“, hence a digit (I-,, with p[[xn n [a - 2-n-3; b + 
2-n-3] C &a-,] exists. This shows that the outer loop indeed is finished 
for some parameterj 5 DEZ-‘(f)(p)(n + 2). This proves property (5). Since 
j s DEP(f)(p)(n + 2) s t(n + 3), the total time for determining a-,, is 
bounded by 
mln, j))j 5 t(n f 3)) 
= E{Q . r(n + 3) - 3r(n+3)1-i + cqlj S t(n + 3)) 
5 {Cj * t(n + 3) * 3’(n+3) + CJ 
for some CJ E N. This proves property (6) of the proposition. Properties 
(2) and (5) of the proposition imply (1) of the theorem. For any r E 
dom(fp) and n E t+J, we obtain 
TZME(M’)(r)(n) 5 CO + x{c,t(m + 3) * 3r(m+3) + cS]rn 5 n) 
5 co + IZ{c5 . i - 3’ + c& I t(n + 3)) 
5 c * t(n + 3) - 3’(“+3) + c 
for some c, since t is increasing and x{i * 3’1 i 5 n} 5 2n * 3”. This proves 
property (2) of the theorem. The definition of M’ from M is effective, i.e., 
(3) holds. n 
Note that n --) DEP(f)(p)(n + 2) - Z&V’(f)(p)(n) may be a rapidly 
increasing function. 
The next two theorems show that Theorem 4 cannot be improved sub- 
stantially. First, an easily computable function f: [O; l] + [w is con- 
structed which cannot be computed by a l-online machine M. We prove a 
slightly stronger property. 
5. THEOREM. Let r: NJ ---* N be a computable function. There is a 
computable function f: R * lF4 with dam(f) = [O; 11 such that there is no 
Type 2 machine M which computes f and satisfies 
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for all p E dom(f,) and n E N. 
Proof. Let A C N be a recursively enumerable set which is not recur- 
sive, and let S: N --, N be a computable injective function with A = 
range(s). Define 
f := X{fklk 2 2) 
where for each k 2 2 the functionfk: Iw + R in defined as follows. Let 
ak 
:= 2-k 
ck := ak 
. 2-3-r(k+I) 
0 
bk := 
ifk$ZA 
gak . 2-mbh)=kl otherwise. 
dom(fk) := [O; 11, 
and letfk be defined by the polygon with the vertices (0, 0), (2&, 0), ($ak, 
akh (yak, dakh (yak, hk + bk), (3ak - Ck, bk), (hk + Ck, oh (%k, -bd, 
(%k, oh (1, 0). 
For each x E [O; 11, fk(x) + 0 for at most one number k. A polygon 
which approximates f with error <2-” is 
wheref& is obtained from fk by replacing bk by 
0 
dk,m = 
if (Vn 5 m)s(n) =i= k 
iak . 2-&O)=kl otherwise. 
This shows that f is computable. For any k 2 2 define pk E ID by 
pk := : ok-*1 100 . . . 
Note that ak = p(: Ok-r10 . . .), &k) = 3ak, and &Q(k + I)] = [3ak - 
tak ; 3ak + iak]. For a > 0 define 
zka := [3ak - a; 3ak + a]. 
Consider the case k $ A. Then bk = 0 and 
flka c [o; iakl E Qk+z if ff 5 tak 
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and 
.thP,J for all J E Qk+2 if (Y > fak, 
hence DEP(f)(p&(k + 2) = k -t 1. Furthermore, 
hence DEP(f)(pk)(k + 1) = k + 1. Correspondingly DEP(f)(pk)(k + 1) = 
DEP(f)(p&k + 2) = k + 3 + r(k + 1) if k E A (i.e., bk > 0). 
Assume there is some machine M computing f such that ZLA(M)(p)(n) 
I DEP(f)(p)(n + 1) + r(n) for allp, n. Then with n = k + 1 andp = pk we 
obtain for k 4 A: 
ZLA(M)(pk)(k + I) 5 DEP(f)(pk)(k + 2) + dk + 1) = k + 1 + 4k + I), 
and fork E A: 
ZZA(M)(pk)(k -I- 1) L DEP(f)(p&k + 1) = k + 3 + r(k + 1). 
Since for any k, ZLA(M)(pk)(k + 1) can be determined effectively from k, 
we have a procedure for deciding k E A. This is impossible since A is not 
decidable. H 
By Theorem 4, for any machine M for somef: R --f IR with dam(f) = 
[O; 11 which is t-time bounded there is a 2-online machine computingfin 
time O(t(n + 3) * 3r(n+3) ). By the next theorem this time estimation cannot 
be improved substantially. 
6. THEOREM. There is a function f: R --, R with dam(f) = [O; l] 
satisfying the following properties: 
(1) There are a machine M computing f and a constant c such that 
ZMM)(p)(n) 5 4n, 
TIME(M)(p)(n) I c * n + c 
for all p E dom(fp) and n E N. 
(2) Zf some m-online machine M (where m E fV) computes f in 
polynomial time, then P = NP. 
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(3) Zf P = NP then some m-online machine computes f in poly- 
nomial time. 
If we assume P + NP then there is no m-online machine which com- 
putes fin polynomial time. 
Proof. There are an NP-complete set Y c (0, I}* and a computable 
function h: (0, l}* x (0, l}* + (0, 1) such that: 
(a) Y c A for some prefix-free regular set A s Wd. 
(b) h(y, w) can be determined in time c . length(y) + c. 
(4 WYKY E Ye (Whb, w) = 0). 
(d) (Vy, w)(h(y, w) = 0 3 (Zg(y) = /g(w) and 0 is the last symbol of 
4). 
We sketch a definition of Y and h. It is well known that SAT, the set of 
the satisfiable boolean expressions, is NP-complete. Let us call a se- 
quence u E (0, l}* a “proof” of the fact z E SAT, iff z becomes true under 
the assignment of truth values to variables given by u. (The smallest 
variable of z becomes true iff the first symbol of u is 1, etc.) There is a 
function hl computable in time 0 (length(z)*) such that h(z, u) = 0 iff u is a 
proof of the fact z E SAT. Let Y1 := {z$Ok$l z E SAT, k = (length(z))*}. 
Then Yi is NP-complete and there is a function h2 computable in time 
O(n) such that h*(z), u) = 0 iff z’ E Yi and u is a proof of z E SAT where z’ 
= zeOk$. Y and h can be constructed easily from Y, and ht by encoding Yi 
into (0, l}* and restricting the admissible proofs. 
Foranyz=ci.. . czn (n E N , ci E (0, 1)) define the peak function fi : 
[w --, [w as follows: dom(fi) := [O, 11, andf, is the polygon defined by the 
points (0, 0), (a,, 0), (a, + 2-4n-1, 2-9, (a, + 2-4n, O), (1, 0) of [w*, where 
4 := p(: c,o . . . c*,oo . . .). We define f: R + 1w by 
f:= ~&v~Y, w E (0, l}*, h(y, w) = 0). 
Remember that Ig(yw) is even if h(y, w) = 0. First we show that any 
two of the peaks which build up f have a positive distance. For any z of 
length 2n let I, : = (a, ; a, + 2-4n) be the open interval on which& is greater 
then zero. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let z, z’ be words with euen lengths such that z is not 
a prefix of z’ and z’ is not a pref;c of z. Then Z, and I,# have a distance of at 
least 2-*‘g”j. 
Proof 1. Let z = cl . . . ck and z’ = c; . . . cl. By assumption there 
is a smallest number i I min(k, m) with ci + c! . Assume w.1.g. 0 = c; c 
cl = 1. Then 
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sup(Z,) + 2-2k = a, + 2 * 2-2k 
= p(: c,o . . . cio . . . ckm) + 2 ’ 2-2k 
5 p(: c,o . . . cfo . . .) {for i = k and for i < k} 
-= p(: c;o . . . c;o . . . c;oo . . .) 
= inf(Zzl). 
Assume h(y, w) = 0, h(y’, w’) = 0 and yw =I y’w’. If y + y’ then by 
condition (a) Proposition 1 can be applied, and if y = y’ then by condition 
(d) Proposition 1 can be applied. Therefore ZYw and Z,+,, have distance of at 
least 2-21@5’w) = 2-4’g@) (by condition (d)). For any z E (0, I}*, the function 
f, can be computed in linear time. One can show moreover: 
PROPOSITION 2. There is a Type 2 machine M’ which with inputs d = 
(: d,d2 . . .) E p-‘[O; l] and z = cl . . . CT,, computes d’ E dam(p) such 
that: 
(1) /Ad’) = .f&O, 
(2) d; = . . . = dl, = 0, 
(3) TZME(M’)(d)(k) % a,k + a,, 
(4) ZLA(M’)(d)(k) 5 4k. 
The elementary proof is left to the reader. We are now able to construct 
a Type 2 machine M which satisfies property (1) of the theorem. Let M 
operate according to the following informal algorithm. 
BEGIN 
{Let d E p-‘[O; l] be the input sequence} 
WRITE “:“; 
IF d begins with 1 or - 1 {then f.(d) = 0) THEN 
WBITE “0” forever; 
{now d = (: dld2 . . .) where dj E (0, - 1, 1)) 
n := 0; e, := 0; 
Ll: {now, p(: dl . . . d4,,0 . . .) - p(: cr0 . . , cZnO) = e,2-4n and 
Cl. . . cn 4 4 
n := n + 1; WRITE “0”; 
From e,-r and d.+s d4,,-2 ddn-, d4,, try to determine e,, c.z,,-~, 
and c2,, E (0, 1) with 
p(: dl . . . d4,,0 . . .) - p(: ~0 . . . ~“0) = e,2-4n; 
IF this is not possible THEN WRITE “0” forever; 
IFq.. . c, f$ A THEN GOT0 ~51; 
IF h(cl . . . c,, c,,+l . . . ~2~) = 1 THEN WBITE “0” forever; 
CALL M’ with inputs d and cl . . . c2,, , skip in the computation 
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the first n statements of the form (WRITE “a”) and continue 
this computation forever; 
END. 
First M tries to find an interval Z,, with h(y, w) = 0 such that p(d) is 
near to Zyw . As long as no such interval is found the digit 0 can be written. 
By proposition 1, the values cl, . . . , cn are determined uniquely if they 
exist at all. Since Y C A and A is regular, the test c1 . . . c, 6 A requires a 
constant number of steps for each n. Since A is prefix-free, the test 
h(c, . . . Cn, c,+1 . . . ~2”) = 1 has to be performed for at most one n in 
any computation. The last two observations are important for obtaining a 
linear time bound. If finally h(ci . . . c,, c,+~ . . . cz,J = 0 then p(d) is 
near to.L,-C2n and M calls M’ which computesf,,,..,,“~(d)). Altogether, M 
computes fin linear time with an input lookahead of at most 4n. 
Assume that there is an m-online machine M which computes fin time 
ank + a. Lety = yiy2. . . y,, (n 2 m, yi E (0, 1)). Ify E Y, then h(y, W) = 0 
for some w = wI . . . w,(Wi E (0, 1)) where w, = 0 by condition (d) for Y. 
On the other hand, h(y, w’) + 0 where w’ = wI . . . w,-~I. As a conse- 
quence, DEP(f)(: yi0 . . . ynOw10 . . . w,OO . . .)(n + 2) 2 4n and also 
DEP(f)(: y,O . . . ynOw10 . . . w,OO . . .)(n + 2) 2 4n. If however y @ Y 
then DEP(f)(: yi0 . . . ynOw10 . . . w,OO . . .) 5 2n. Therefore, y E Y iff 
ZLA(M)(:ylO. . .ynOulO. . .u,OO. . .)I2n+mforallui,. . . ,u,E 
(0, 1). Since M operates in polynomial time, we have a polynomial time 
test for y E Y. Since Y is NP-complete we obtain P = NP. 
For proving (3) let us assume P = NP. We construct a machine M 
computingfwhich in order to avoid lookahead for several times makes a 
decision from a NP-set which by assumption can be performed in polyno- 
mial time. M may operate as follows. 
BEGIN 
{Let d E p-‘[O; I] be the input sequence} 
WRITE “:“; 
IF d begins with 1 or - 1 {then fp(d) = 0) THEN 
WRITE “0” forever; 
{now d = (: dld2 . . .) where di E (0, - 1, I}} 
n := 0; e, := 0; 
Z.1: {now, p(: d, . . . d2,,0. . .) - p(: ci0. . . c,O) = ~2~~” and 
Cl. . . cn 6 4 
n := n + 1; WRITE “0”; 
From e,-i and d2,,-,d2 try to determine e,, cn E (0, I} with 
p(: dl . . . d2,0 . . .) - p(: ~0 . . . c,O) = e,2-2n; 
IF this is impossible THEN WRITE “0” forever; 
IFq.. . c,, $Z A THEN GOT0 ~51; 
m *= 12’ 
L2I ’ 
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IF (V&+1 . . . Qm) h(c, . . . c,, cm+1 . . . C2m) * 0 
THEN WRITE “0” forever; {since P = NP, this can be decided in 
time ank + a} 
IF n = 2m THEN CALL M’ with inputs d and cl . . . c2m, 
skip in the computation the first m WRITE-statements, and 
continue this computation forever; 
WRITE “0”; n := n + 1; 
From e,,-1 and d2,,-,d2,, try to determine e, , cn E (0, 1) with 
p(: dl . . . d2,,0 . . .) - p(: ~0 . . . c,O) = e,2-2n; 
IF this is impossible THEN WRITE “0” forever; 
GOT0 L2 
END. 
It is easy to verify that M computes fin polynomial time (provided P = 
NP) and operates j-online for some j. 
The same method can be used for proving that, for example, there is a 
machine M for a real functionfwith input lookahead less than n2 such that 
P = NP ifffcan be computed by some machine M’ with ZLA(M’)(p)(n) < 
ZLA(M)(p)(n) + kn in polynomial time (for some k independent of p and 
n). We do not go into further details. 
3. CONCLUSION 
Let A4 be a Type 2 machine computing a real function f : R + R and 
assumep E dom(fp). During its computation with input p, the machine M 
reads the input information digit by digit for producing the output se- 
quence q : = g&p). The dependence off at p, DEP( f)(p), determines for 
any n the minimal number of input digits which suffice to determine the 
nth output digit (after the binary point). If the machine M reads more 
digits than necessary (i.e., given by dependence) then we may say that M 
wastes input information. 
While for computable functions on Cantor’s space there are optimal 
machines which do not waste any input information (see Weihrauch and 
Kreitz, 1991) in the case of real functions generally only 2-online ma- 
chines exist. For the function f from Theorem 5, although DEP(f)(p)(n) 
input digits suffice for defining n output digits, no machine computing f is 
able to determine them from this information. Thus the first DEPCf)(p)(n) 
digits contain information which is not “computational accessible.” Now 
consider the function f from Theorem 6. Although the nth output digit can 
be computed from the first k’ : = DEP(f)(p)(n + 2) input digits (by Theo- 
rem 4), no 2-online machine is able to do this in polynomial time (provided 
P 4 NP). Thus, the first k’ digits contain information which is computa- 
tionally but not easily accessible. However, the first 4n input digits admit 
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to determine this information, i.e., the nth output digit, very easily. If the 
input digits can be obtained easily, a machine forfwith low computation 
time which is not necessarily online should be used. If, however, the input 
information is expensive, e.g., as a result of a physical measurement or of 
an expensive preceding computation, then possibly a 2-online machine for 
computing f should be chosen despite the exponential computation time. 
In all other cases between these extreme ones a careful analysis is neces- 
sary. Optimization may become very complicated if several functions 
have to be composed, i.e., if several machines are combined such that the 
output sequence of one machine is the input of another machine (see also 
Wiedmer, 1980). Although control of such interacting processes can be 
simulated in programming languages like PASCAL, a programming lan- 
guage with adequate additional features for performing arbitrarily precise 
computations on real numbers would be desirable. 
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